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Disclaimer. Terms and conditions:

If you reside in a location, where gambling, sports betting or betting over the internet is illegal, please do not purchase 100PercentWinners Software on this site or if you intend to do so please seek advice from your local authority. You must be over 21 years of age to use 100PercentWinners even if it is legal to do so in your location.

This web site and software is intended for entertainment purposes only. Online gambling and gaming is illegal in many jurisdictions and users should consult legal counsel regarding the legal status of online gambling and gaming in their jurisdictions.

No guarantee is made that the information presented is accurate or up to date. Users in the U.S. should be aware that the U.S. government has taken the position that it is illegal for online casinos and sports books to accept wagers from persons in the U.S.

This portal provides links to other websites. These links have been provided because they have information that may be of interest to visitors of this site. Use of this Software is at the user’s own risk and 100PercentWinners cannot be held liable for any action, whatsoever.

Risk Warning

Spread Betting involves the use of leverage and carries a high level of risk to your capital, and is not suitable for all investors. Only speculate with money you can afford to lose. Trading or placing any bets can result in consumers incurring liabilities in excess of their initial stake. Please ensure you fully understand the risks, and seek independent advice if necessary. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them before commencing forward with this site. Don't risk money you can't afford to lose.

This is neither a solicitation nor an offer to Buy or Sell any investments. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those discussed on this web site. The past performance of any trading or betting or arbitrage system or methodology is not necessarily indicative of future results.

Please be aware that hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown or discussed on this site.

Sports Betting may not be suitable for everyone. All speculative trading involves substantial risk as well as a potential for profit. In order to place bets or gamble in any form successfully, you must be financially and psychologically prepared to accept losses. Only risk capital, that is, money you can afford to lose, should be used. The risks associated with Sports Betting are substantial. A loss may not limit your losses to the amount intended. In fact, you may sustain an loss of the initial margin funds and any additional funds that you.
We are not betting agents or in any way authorized by the FSA. We do not and cannot give any betting or gambling advice. We are not engaged in rendering any investment or other professional advice. If you want betting or gambling advice, seek a licensed or registered investment advisor.

There are no representations of potential earnings made by us or by you. Only those persons financially prepared should invest. Any and all profits posted in private or public, of any kind, should be viewed as hypothetical paper trades and without merit; and if they were accurate, they may never be able to be duplicated in the future.

Your attempt to duplicate any posted bets may be hindered by the inherent delay in receiving a post AND executing that post, market liquidity, AND your own betting or gambling issues, including, but not limited to slippage, commissions, betting software, internet outages, psychological factors.

The information contained in this site or any service or product we may provide in the future has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, however, there is no guarantee to its accuracy or its completeness. We do not accept responsibility for typographical or verbal errors, omissions or failure to transmit information in a timely fashion.

The information contained in this website is for educational, entertainment and news purposes only, reflecting the current personal opinion of us and is NOT designed, construed or believed in any manner to be betting or gambling Advice. The information in this site is strictly for Educational Purposes.

There is no assurance that any person, corporation or individual, who uses this news information, news bulletins or any part of the information in or from this website or chat room service, its officers, directors, employees, associates, or affiliates, will achieve favourable results. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

You hereby agree that ANY and ALL betting or gambling decisions you make are your own and reflect your own personal level of risks and betting or gambling skills. You also acknowledge and agree that you are aware of the risk parameters involved in trading and that the leveraged nature of Sports Betting and Arbitrage can cause losses greater than your account balance.

You further agree to accept full, complete and sole responsibility for any and all results in your betting or gambling account. There have been no promises, guarantees or warranties suggesting that any bet or gamble will result in a profit or will not result in a loss.

Opinions are current opinions only and past results are not indicative of future results. It is your sole responsibility to know and define the risk before betting or gambling. You also hereby agree that you will not hold us liable or responsible in any way for any losses you incur in any betting or gambling account.
We disclaim any responsibility for any adverse consequences that might arise directly or indirectly from the use of any material contained in or from this website or any product purchased via this site or by any contact in any form with any individual associated with this site.

Distribution and/or re-transmission of any of the content provided by us in any form or by any medium is expressly prohibited.

100PercentWinners does not recommend or endorse specific transactions or betting methodologies or any advice concerning the value of or advisability of Sports Betting. This service is designed to assist you and provide tools for the understanding of technical analysis of the betting and gambling markets. This is an educational web site designed solely to assist you in developing your own personal methodology if you so desire, JUST AS FREELY AVAILABLE TECHNICAL ANALYSIS BOOKS FROM THE LIBRARY or BOOK STORE WOULD ASSIST YOU.

Internet Gambling Risks

In addition, there are risks associated with utilizing an Internet-based deal execution trading system including, but not limited to, the failure of hardware, software, and Internet connection. Since 100PercentWinners does not control signal power, its reception or routing via Internet, configuration of your equipment or reliability of its connection, we cannot be responsible for communication failures, distortions or delays when betting or gambling via the Internet.

Accuracy of Information

The content on this website is subject to change at any time without notice, and is provided for the sole purpose of making independent decisions. 100PercentWinners does not guarantee its accuracy, and will not accept liability for any loss or damage which may arise directly or indirectly from the content or your inability to access the website, for any delay in or failure of the transmission or the receipt of any instruction or notifications sent through this website.
Introduction

Hey. This is Steve, and I want to congratulate you on investing in the most powerful software for Arbitrage betting which allows you to make money with no risk.

My team has prepared everything you need to know on how you can get started with this business. During the next few days, we'll take you by the hand through everything, from the basics to the advanced stuff, so you will not have any problems even if you have no betting experience at all!

So here is what I'd like you to do now: Go through the member area carefully, starting with the Video Tutorials and this Guide, and start implementing these strategies and lessons right away, and I am sure you're gonna get results just like the other people from our group!

I really want you to succeed and get the results you are striving to achieve. I really want to hear your success stories on how arbitrage betting worked for you, and allowed you to achieve your goals!

And, by the way, don't forget to check out the bonuses! We have prepared a lot of good surprises for you.

Once again, let me thank for joining the group! Now, let's get started!

What is 100PercentWinners?

This software is an Arbitrage program and it is specifically designed to give you the upper edge while betting on your favorite sport. It scans different bookmakers and finds opportunities for you to bet safely on various arbitrages that are available at that point in time.

100PercentWinners finds and calculates arbs at different bookmakers much better and faster than you would manually. A bettor may spend a lot of time trying manual detection of arbs at bookmakers.
Just think, you’d have to search a multitude of lines, calculate all possible arbs by means of special mathematical formulas, calculate the sum of odds and profit of every bookmaker. Besides, a bettor does not always have time to place stakes on the arbs he’s found, because the betting rates are constantly changing. All these are functions our program does instead of a bettor. You just have to look through the figures on your screen, choose the arbs, the amount of the stake and BET by clicking the button. And even if you are not registered on bookmaker’s sites, our software has this function.

**100PercentWinners** has been designed to support a lot of the most popular betting online brokers out there, such as Pinnacle Sports, Betfair, BetCity, Marathon Bet etc. We are also planning to add more brokers to the list in the near future.

You can find a full list of supported bookmakers and their reviews here:

[http://100percentwinners.com/bookmakers.html](http://100percentwinners.com/bookmakers.html)

You will obviously need to have accounts at these bookies in order to be able to take advantage of the arbitrages that 100PercentWinners will find for you. The best way to maximize your chances is to open an account with all of these brokers. The sooner you do, the sooner you can put 100PercentWinners to use. At the end of the day, we leave this decision to you. But whatever your choice may be, please make sure you do your due diligence first.

We hope you will thoroughly enjoy using this software to your heart’s content. Arbitrage Betting has never been this easy or effortless before, and with **100PercentWinners**, YOU have the advantage!
What is ARBITRAGE?

Since 100PercentWinners can help you to profit from Arbitrage (Arb) situations, it is essential for you to understand the basics of this kind of betting. Once you do, you will realize how easily you can make profits with 100PercentWinners, and best of all, you get to profit from your favorite game while you’re at it.

Video Tutorial. Please check out the special page “What is arb” with example of real life arbitrage bet we found. “32% arb” video could be found here: http://www.100percentwinners.com/howarbworks.html

OK, so let’s jump right into the basics of betting. You, the bettor, will always have to place your bet through a Bookmaker (or a Broker). The Bookmaker will offer you certain Odds (or Stakes) for various matches or sports events (also known as Lines). The higher the odds, the more you stand to gain or profit. For example, if you bet $100 on Team A with the Odds offered at 2, this means that you will double your money if this team wins.

You bet -> $100

Odds = 2

If your team wins, then you get = $100 x 2 = $200

In this example, you’d win back $200 if Team A wins, which means that your profit is $100. If your team loses, then you forfeit the $100 which you placed.

Now there are a lot of times when two or more different bookmakers may offer slightly different odds. These are the times when Arbitrages arise. If the odds are good enough for you to profit from, then all you have to do is place OPPOSITE bets with these two bookmakers for the SAME sport event. The best part is that you will always place bets in such a way that you are guaranteed to profit. In other words, this Arb situation will turn into a SURE bet for you.

So, if we were to define an Arb, here’s how we would put it:
**Arbitrage** – the difference in odds/stakes of bookmakers which enables a gambler to make sure bets on sports events.

Arbitrage betting can be as simple as betting with two bookmakers or it could even be a little more complex. Here’s another example:

Assume the following situation:

1. Bookmaker A offers bets for the football match event Doncaster vs C Palace, 7 March 2010 -> odds 2 if Doncaster wins.
2. Bookmaker B accepts bets on the same event -> odds 3 if C Palace wins.
3. Bookmaker C offers odds = 7, if the match ends in a draw.

Obviously, it is not hard to calculate if you place a bet of 51$ (on the outcome Doncaster wins) with Bookmaker A, then 34$ at Bookmaker B (C Palace wins) and finally, put 15$ on a draw at Bookmaker C, the total sum of invested money will be 100$. All these stakes would ensure the bettor a profit no matter the outcome of the event. Or, in other words, in case either team wins, you WILL obtain 102$ (2% profit) and you are guaranteed to win 105$ (5% profit) if the match ends in a draw. Pretty neat, huh! 😊

There are many variations of Arbs and in real life, the chances to WIN more money are much higher, as bookmakers disagree on the chances of the outcomes. Since finding these kinds of Arbs requires a lot of calculation, 100PercentWinners makes it easier by doing all the hard work for you. Once it scans all the bookmakers, it will show you a list of all the currently available Arbs, so that you can choose to bet on any or all of them.

So, now that you have a good idea of how you can make profits through Arbs, are you all excited to put 100PercentWinners to the test? 😊 If so, let’s first get started with installing this neat little program!
Installation

After you complete your purchase, our website will redirect you to the Member area with the download page, from where you can download the setup exe file. In case you missed this step, please look for the download link in the e-mail you would’ve received from us after your purchase. Download the setup file and save it to your Desktop. Once you’re done, double-click the icon to begin the installation process.

False virus alarm?

We are aware that some outdated anti-virus solutions like Norton may give you false virus alarm warning about our software. For example:

*WS.Reputation.1 is a detection for files that have a low reputation score based on analyzing data from Symantec’s community of users and therefore are likely to be security risks. Detections of this type are based on Symantec’s reputation-based security technology. Because this detection is based on a reputation score, it does not represent a specific class of threat like adware or spyware, but instead applies to all threat categories.*

This is not a problem at all. Simply disable the anti-virus during installation process and then you can turn it back. Obviously there are no viruses in our software 😊 We work with the world class payment processor Clickbank which will never allow anyone to sell software infected with a virus.

MAC and Linux users?

The main 100PercentWinners software was developed for Windows PC. However, there is an easy solution for MAC users to use it as well. Simply use the Bootcamp feature. Mac OS X v10.5 and later includes Boot Camp that lets you run Microsoft Windows. If there’s a PC application you need to use, get a copy of Windows and start up Boot Camp. You can read more about Bootcamp here: [http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1461](http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1461)

Another option for MAC users is to get a cheap VPS (virtual private server) that runs on windows. You can get it very cheap. (from only $18/month for example here [http://swvps.com/windows-vps.html](http://swvps.com/windows-vps.html))

For Linux, just install WINE and run our software using this Windows emulation platform.

You can also use our great web version Arb Finder which works on MAC and any other system with a web browser!
Ok, let’s start the installation.

This is the first screen that you will see:

Click **Next** to move forward...

The second installation page will ask you to specify the installation directory.
You may the leave the default folder as it is and press Next again to confirm that a Start Menu folder will be created for 100PercentWinners. Click Next to create a Desktop icon for the program:

Press Next once again to view a simple final summary of the installation.
Click the **Install** button to complete the installation. Once this is done, you may click **Finish**.

After this, you will notice a message like the one below:

![Registry Editor](image)

Just click Yes to add the Translator required for certain bookie websites.

Now that you’ve installed the software, let’s run it and take a look at how you can get started using the program to do what it does best 😊 As soon as you click Finish, the software should be launched. And later on, whenever you wish to run the program, just look for the icon below on your Desktop and double click it to begin:
When you run 100PercentWinners for the first time, you will notice that it has a very simple interface with a special setup wizard that will run you through the whole setup process.

First step is connecting to the server using your access information

Here you need to enter your Clickbank receipt for the purchase of the main arb software. You can find it in clickbank welcome email or inside your 100PercentWinners members area (Arb Software Tab).

Here is how receipt usually looks like in your members area:
Once your login info has been saved successfully, you may then proceed to the next step:

Setting up bookies accounts

Next step is setting up bookies accounts. Here, you can enter your login info (this will be privately stored on your own PC) so the software can save you time and login to your bookies account automatically for you. Please note that if you disable bookies, you will not get many arbs!!
Bookie is just an abbreviation of the term 'Bookmaker', i.e., an organization that accepts bets and may pay winnings depending upon results of the sporting event such as soccer, basketball, horse-racing, etc. In Arbitrages, you will need to open accounts with at least 2-3 different bookies.

**TIP** If you don’t have accounts with bookies you can SKIP them and add them later. However it would be a good idea to open accounts with bookies first! Do not disable bookies otherwise you will not have many arbs.

**What betting online brokers (bookmakers) are supported?**

100PercentWinners has been designed to support a lot of the most popular betting online brokers out there, particularly:

[http://100percentwinners.com/bookmakers.html](http://100percentwinners.com/bookmakers.html)

We are also planning to add more brokers to the list in the near future. You will obviously need to have accounts at these websites in order to be able to take advantage of the arbitrages that 100PercentWinners will find for you.

By the way, the web version Arb Finder (special upgrade) has much more bookies available!
What if several of the bookmakers in your software do not accept accounts or bets from USA residents? Is there any benefit for US residents to buy your software, and how much of a disadvantage will we have?

US anti-gambling laws passed in late 2006 mean that some of the bookmakers out there do not accept US clients. However, the good news is now the US laws are changing and most of the bookmakers that we use accept US clients.

We checked - most of bookmakers like BetED, Sportsbetting, Sportsbook, Intertops, Bodog, BetUS etc accept US clients :) Check out [http://100percentwinners.com/bookmakers.html](http://100percentwinners.com/bookmakers.html) for the full list.

**Video Tutorial.** Please check out the special video tutorial “Bookmakers: what you need to know and mistakes to avoid” in your member area!

Which bookies generate most of arbs?

*Our tests showed that most profitable arbs are being made with bookmakers such as Pinnacle, Betfair, Betcity, Marathonbet, Intertops, BetUS, Sportsbook, etc. Check out our Bookmaker page for full statistics!*

How many bookmakers accounts do I need to open?

At least two. To take advantage of all the arbs that we deliver, you will need to open accounts with most of the sportsbooks we monitor. However, in practice a smaller number of approximately 3-5 bookmakers are used for the majority of the arbs.

Do bookmakers limit Arb traders accounts? Can it be avoided?

Bookmakers should not care why you place your bets, as long as they make a profit (their percentage). Some people say that bookmakers don't care if you're an arb trader or not. If you worry about this, then you can always round your bets to hide the fact that you are arb trader. For example, instead of a $12.89 bet, place a rounded $13 so it will look like a normal bet, just to be on the safe side.
If I win how quickly do bookmakers return my money (winnings)?

Once an event has concluded, bookmakers settle bets quite quickly, usually within a couple of hours, and pay the winnings into your online account. You must then log in and request a withdrawal.

The next step is “Program Settings”. Here, you can set the frequency of auto-updates, the minimal percentage of profit as to when to alert you and if you need sound alerts or not.

![Program settings](image)

The final stage is setting up your SMS service alerts. If you have not yet purchased it, you may do so here: [http://2.100winner.pay.clickbank.net/](http://2.100winner.pay.clickbank.net/)
Once you setup your SMS setting, you can proceed to the main Arb table of the software. Depending on the number of bookmakers you enabled and the activity of the season, you may see tons of huge arbs or NO arbs at all!
Sample: Active season with tons of profitable arbs:

There will be days with only small arbs or no arbs! This is not a problem. Arbs do not come on demand, they come when they come. Normally you should expect 5-15 arbs per day with average of 0.5-3% per abr. Sometimes you may even catch big arbs like 20-70%! They don’t happen often but when you catch them... you grab a lot of profit risk free.
Example of slow day:

**Tip:** You can get Arb Finder Deluxe Upgrade to receive MUCH MORE profitable arbs with the support of 50+ bookies!

Alerts for a profitable Arb will look like this:

**Fake ARBS?**

Sometimes you may get fake arbs (for example when the real odds are lower than shown in software). Let me explain why it happens. Our servers scan over 17,000 teams/players in over 50 bookmakers in real time. It involves an extremely high number of calculations. Sometimes, especially few minutes before the event, the bookmakers tend to update their odds very quickly (sometimes every minute) so there is no way for the grabber to catch up with that. This slight delay may produce a fake arb. This is not a problem. If you encounter a fake arb, simply ignore it!
You can also recalculate odds using Arb Finder or Arb Generator!

Running 100PercentWinners

**Video Tutorial.** Please check out the special video tutorial series “100PercentWinners: how it works” in your member area!

After you’ve connected successfully, the green screen will immediately be populated with a table displaying a whole lot of Arbitrages that 100PercentWinners has managed to find for you!
As you can see, there are various details shown in this table, such as the Date & Time as well as the Type of Sports events, followed by the details of the Teams or Players who’ll be playing against each other. What’s more important to us is the Profit %, which is calculated based on the difference in odds between Bookmaker 1 and Bookmaker 2. If there is a third bookie offering different odds that can add to the profitability of that Arb, then those details will be displayed in the last two columns.

**NOTE:** There may be times when the event times shown in our software may be different from what you’ll find in the bookies. This is because all these bookies may display times according to different time zones and when the software scans through all the bookies, it grabs the date & time data as found. But if you ever get confused with the match time, just Google the match with the exact team names or simply search for the exact match/league on your bookie’s website.

At the top of this main window, there is a large button titled "Place Bet!" with which you may start the process of placing an Arb bet as soon as you have made your selection from the table. You may also choose the same option by right-clicking anywhere within the table. When you right-click, besides the BET option, you will also see another option called “Refresh Arbs”. This "Refresh arbs" option allows the user to force the program to update its list with the latest Arbs that are available at that moment. If you don’t use Refresh Arbs button, then updating will still occur automatically, once every few minutes (you can set this interval in Program Settings). If any of the arbs in the table show a profit that exceeds 1.5 %, you will be notified by an audio/visual alert. On each size from 1.5 % and above, such as 2 %, 5 %, 10 %, 15 %, 20 % - the audio alert will change, for example: a drumbeat, a ring of coins, and so forth.

Now, in order to make your betting experience as effortless as possible, we recommend you first provide your Bookie login details (for example, your Betfair login, etc.). It’s best to save these details first before attempting to place any bets. To do this, click Settings -> Bookmakers settings.
When you click the Bookmaker drop-down, you will see a list of all the Bookies supported by 100PercentWinners. It is important that you have accounts with at least 2 of the Bookies listed. The most popular ones are Betfair, BetCity, Marathon and Pinnacle. In case, you don’t not have an account with them, please go to these links and sign up for an account:

http://100percentwinners.com/bookmakers.html

As soon as you have your accounts setup, just click the bookie in the list and type in the respective Username and Password, after which you can click Save to store the login. Repeat the same step for the other brokers with which you have accounts. If there are any bookies that you DO NOT wish to bet at, then you can simply disable that choice by checking the bookie’s name at the bottom of that screen.

Once all this is completed, you may return to the main screen. When going through the table, all you need to do is look at the events which will give you the best profits through your favorite Bookmakers. Once you’ve looked through the list and found a satisfactory Arb, select that line and right-click on it. You will see the option “BET” pop up. Click BET and let the show begin! 😊
Placing Arbitrage Bets

As soon as you click **BET**, the “**Betting Setup Panel**” screen will open up after informing of you the default stake size. This is what the “**Betting Setup Panel**” screen looks like:

Take a look towards the middle of that screen and pay attention to the **Total Stake** box. At first, it will show $100 by default. But you may enter any total amount that you’re willing to invest and the
program will automatically calculate the individual Stake Sums for you. For example, if you enter $200 as the total stake you’d like to bet with, then here’s what the program might calculate for you:

Notice the fields titled **Bet Amount** as well. In the above example, since the Arb exists between Pinnacle, BetFair and Sportsbook, the $200 will have to be split in such a way that you stake $48.68 with Bookie1 (Pinnacle), $53.48 with Bookie2 (that’s Betfair) and finally $97.83 with Bookie3 (i.e., Sportsbook).

**IMPORTANT**: When entering stakes at the bookies, it is recommended you round the Stake value to the closest integer value instead of entering the exact decimal amount (e.g. $49 instead of
$48.68). This is because most bookies will flag you for arbitraging when they notice decimal values like the above. So, to prevent yourself from being blocked by the bookies, simply round the Stakes values.

When you’re ready, just click **Make Bet** at the bottom of the Betting Setup Panel and the program’s in-built browser will be opened to take you to the websites of these bookies, so that the bets can be placed with each of them accordingly.

If you have provided your login info for each of the bookies within Bookmaker Settings, then the browser should automatically log you into each of your bookie accounts. All you need to do now is go to each of the Bookies (notice the three browser tabs at the top) and place bets at each bookie with the recommended stakes. All the required stake details you need will be conveniently displayed at the top of browser.

**Tip:** For some bookies autologin feature does not work so you should login manually. In case you don’t like internal browser (IE based browser) you are free to use any other browser like Firefox, Safari etc.
Note: If one of the bookies is BetCity and if you’re on the default Russian webpage, then you can change the language to English like this:

Click here and then choose the English flag
For other bookie websites (e.g. Marathon), if you need the webpage to be translated, just right-click within the Browser and choose Translate, as shown below:

![Webpage Translation](image)

**Tip:** You may install BabelFish or GTranslate plugins for Firefox browser that will help you translate Russian bookmakers like Marathon!

It takes a little practice to get a hang of how to place bets on each of the bookie websites, but once you do, it’ll be smooth sailing. We suggest that when using the 100%Winner Browser, let the main bookie webpage remain logged in the Browser. To continue surfing, right-click on the required link and Open in a New Window. This will allow you to continue surfing through the bookie’s website using your system’s default browser, while ensuring that you remain logged in with the 100%Winner’s browser as well. This way, your session with the bookie will end only if you close the 100%Winner Browser OR if you choose to logout within your own browser itself.

**How to view Betting Lines**

Here, we will show you how to place bets on the two most common bookies supported by 100PercentWinners viz., BetCity and BetFair. For the purpose of illustration, let’s choose the second arb listed in the table below, which is **Inter M vs. Shalke 04** at Bet-City and BetFair respectively.
After you click Place Bet! Or right-click Bet, this is what the Betting Setup Panel will look like:

Here, the only two bookmakers we need are Bet-City and BetFair. So, once you click the Make Bet button, the 100percentWinner’s Browser will pop-up with both these bookies tabbed at the top of the browser window. Let’s take a look at the bookies now:
**BetCity**: As soon as you’re logged into BetCity automatically, right-click the **Home** menu and open in a new window. You should see the Line summary displayed according to the various sports you can bet on (see below). In this case, if you’re betting on a Soccer event, check Soccer and then click **Show**.

When the summary list of various soccer matches has been loaded, just check the **All** option under Bets and click **Show** at the bottom. When the page loads up, then search for the event you need.

You may search for either the Team’s name (in this case, Inter M) or the League. Sometimes, the name of the team may be spelt slightly differently in the software. This is because our software scans through more than 17,000 different teams from all the accepted bookies, and as a result, there are
times when it grabs a slightly different spelling of the team names. However, this is not a problem at all! If you’re not sure of the team name OR the league that this match falls under, then remember, GOOGLE is your friend! 😊

All you need to do is type in the name of the teams with the match date like this:

**Inter M vs Shalke 04 march 27**

And this is what you should see:

![Google Search Result](image)

As you can see at in the top-most red box, if there is a spelling mistake in any of the team names, Google will point it out to you at the very top. Also, you’ll notice that the very first result shows not only the correct & full names for each team but also the name of the League, which is UEFA Champions League. So, now that we’ve got the right info, let’s switch back to Bet-City inside the 100PercentWinners browser...
So, when you’re back inside Bet-City, search for the event/match either by the name of Team1 (Inter M or Inter Milan) or by the League name (UEFA Champions League). When you find the event or match, then focus on the Odds section. Since this Arb bet is a 1-X2 bet, this means that you need to look the “1” Odds only (i.e. the Odds for the Victory of Team1). The odds we need are around 2.76 (remember, don’t bet on anything less than the minimal odd which is 2.73).

**Note:** If the Odds at the bookies have changed and do not match the odds listed in the software, then you can use Arb Generator to quickly recalculate the required odds to ensure that the arb remains profitable or better yet, you should sign up for our deluxe arbitrage package, Arb Finder, which will automatically update the bookie’s odds and recalculate the arb details for you.

Coming back to this example, in the image below, since the odds under the “1” bet column shows 2.80 (which is greater than 2.76), then we can accept these Odd. So, click the Odds figure under the respective column and the moment you do so, the bet will be displayed in a Basket on the left side of the Bet-City page (see left of the pic below):

Once you’re sure the bet inside the basket matches the required Odds, click the Confirm button and then you can specify the Stake amount for this first bookie. If you refer back to the Betting Setup Panel, you’ll see that the Bet Amount for Bookie1 was $36.70 out of your total investment of $100. So, that’s the amount you must bet here at Bet-City! It would be a good idea to round it up to $37 to hide your arb activity from the bookie!

**NOTE:** Remember, whichever team or player you bet on here, you will have to place the opposite bet against it in the second Bookie.

Now, let’s move on to our second bookie in this Arb, which is BetFair...
BetFair: As soon as 100PercentWinners logs you into BetFair, look for the required sport menu on the left hand side and click it. If you’re betting on soccer, you may click on Football directly. Otherwise, when that page loads up, look for the required sport that you want to place the bet on and click that. Eg., for Football (soccer) or Tennis:

Once the match list is loaded, look for the event you need on that page. If you can’t find it, you may find it under the MORE EVENTS section towards the bottom-right of the page (see below).
If not, then the best thing to do is to search for the League by clicking the “Select a competition” dropdown at the top (see the light-blue boxes in the screenshot below) OR you could also scroll down through the Football Markets list on the left until you find the league (see red boxes on the left).

There are plenty of other ways by which you can search for an event on BetFair, such as the Search Markets box at the top-left of the screen, etc. Irrespective of which search method you use, when you find the event, place your bet by clicking on the Back button with the required odds.
Remember, you will need to BACK the opposing team. So, DO NOT place a Lay bet! After you click the Back button, you will see the Current Odds Bets section pop-up on the right hand side. If the odds match the value you need, then type in the required stake (the stake value will be displayed at the top of the 100PercentWinners Browser for your convenience). In this case, we were required to place a bet of $63.30 (or simply $63) at an Odds of 1.60. So, go ahead and type in the values here and once you’re sure, click Place Bets at the bottom. If you cannot find a satisfactory odd, you can modify the Odds value under “Your Odds” either by typing or using the Up/Down arrows (see below)

That’s it! After you’ve placed your bets on both websites and as soon as the match or game is concluded, you can verify your Profit (which will be the difference between the balances in both your bookie accounts) to see that it confirms 100PercentWinner’s calculations. Remember, for your Arbitrage bet to be successful and profitable, you MUST ensure that both bets have been placed with the stakes and odds as suggested by 100PercentWinners.

Remember, Betfair has 5% commission if you are new to this bookie.

**One last point:** When you begin using the software, especially for the first few times, we recommend you practice by investing small stakes at first, like $10 to $100, until you completely familiarize yourself with the software and become comfortable with it. Once you reach the point where you feel confident in your ability to use our software profitably, then you can go ahead and increase your total stake investment to larger amounts like $200, $500 to $1000 or even higher.
Stakes & Odds

If you prefer to stake a fixed amount for every bet that you wish to place, then you can modify the default Stake value in 100PercentWinners by clicking Settings -> Stakes & Odds

![Stakes and odds](image)

Usually, the default values are set to $100. But if you wish, you may enter your preferred Stake amount.

If you choose to modify the default Stake, then you MUST enter the Betfair cut%. Verify this by going to the Betfair website. Usually, Betfair’s cut is set at 5%; however, Betfair allows to change it under some conditions (frequent and large rates, long Account use, and so forth).

Disconnection

When you lose internet connection you can click Connection -> Connect to reconnect. (in the main menu)
ARB Finder

Besides the main 100PercentWinners software, we also offer a Deluxe upgrade package called Arb Finder. Arb Finder is very similar to 100PercentWinners but it is web-based and will work on any system OS with any web browser that you may be using. This premium package also offers much more arbs at more bookies (more than 50+ bookies) than 100PercentWinners software does. If you made the wise decision of upgrading to Arb Finder, then you’ll be able to take advantage of these additional arbs and bookies.

Assuming you signed up for Arb Finder, you just need to login to 100PercentWinner’s Member’s Area and then click the Arb Finder tab (see below). Using Arb Finder is quite similar to 100PercentWinners software, so let’s take a look at how the web interface looks:

![Image of Arb Finder interface]

As soon as Arb Finder is loaded, you will see a table listing all the Arbs available, in order of profitability (Profit%).
If you wish to see the upcoming arbs for today or later, then click the “Date” header at the top-left of the table and the Arbs will be sorted according to their match dates.

As you can see from the table, we have a good Arb (2.03% Profit) at the top of the list. The bookies involved are BetFair and NordicBet and the type is a Totals Arb. To get started with this arb, all you need to do is click that first row and the Arb Details screen will popup, as shown below:
The default stake is $100, just as in 100PercentWinners software. If you wish to invest more, simply modify the total stake value. As shown above, you will need to split the stake in such a way that you place $35.43 at Bookie1 (BetFair) for the “Under 2.5 goals” outcome whereas you must bet the remaining $64.57 at Bookie2 (NordicBet) for “Over 2.5”. Always pay attention to the minimum Odds and Bet Amounts listed here, since they guarantee that you WILL make a profit. Once you’re certain of all the details, just click the “Place Bet” button and Arb Finder will automatically open two new tabs/windows in order to load the websites for these two Bookies. Once the websites are loaded, you can login to your accounts. Let’s focus on the first bookie, which is Betfair in this case:

As soon as you’ve logged into Betfair, click “Football” (or the relevant sport) at the top and when the sports page loads, you can either search for the match based on the League name (i.e., Singapore S League) by clicking on the “Select a competition” dropdown (marked in red) and then by selecting the match OR you could simply type in the names of one of the teams, like “Etoile” in the Search Markets box at the top-left of the page.

Once you’ve found the exact match i.e., “Etoile vs. Tanjong Pagar” under the Search Markets section, scroll through the various markets available until you find the “Over/Under” listings. Remember, we need to place a bet on the “Under 2.5 goals” outcome here at BetFair. So, once the match page is loaded, click the Back button for the “Under 2.5” row, making sure that the Odds listed is atleast equal to or greater than the required odds which was 2.88. Here in this scenario, we managed to get
a better odd at 2.96, so after you click the Back button, you will see your bet listed on the right hand side within the Place Bets section (see next image).

Since the odds are better than the minimum required of 2.88, now all we need to do is type in the correct Bet Amount for bookie1, which was calculated by Arb Finder to be $35.43 (or as we mentioned earlier, you might want to round it to a whole number like $36 to avoid the bookies from blacklisting you as an Arbitrager). Once you’ve verified all the bet details, just click the Place Bets button and Confirm the bet in the next step:
After the bet has been confirmed and placed, we will now turn our attention to the second bookie, which is NordicBet in this case. In your browser, switch to the other tab which has NordicBet automatically loaded for you. If you haven’t already created an account, you may do so now.

Once you get onto the NordicBet website, click the Sports tab at the top and select Football from the “Sports” list on the left-hand side.

As soon as the Football lists have been loaded, simply type in the name of one of the teams into the Search box at the top-left side of the page. Immediately, you will see a pop-up with information about the matches that come close to the name that you are looking for. In this case, we have Etoile vs. Tanjong Pagar but only the odds for 1, X (Draw) & 2 are listed. But we need the odds for Totals (Over/Under), so click the “Show all” option at the bottom-right of that pop-up. Here’s what the next page should look like:
From the dropdown at the top, which says “Select your betting options”, go ahead and select the “Under/Over” option from the drop-list, which will then take you to this screen below:

As you can see here, we now have the odds listed for the Under/Over outcomes of the match. Since we are now interested in the Over 2.5 category, click the second green button, which has 1.58 listed as the odds. Notice that this odds value is exactly what we need, since it is the same value recommended by Arb Finder. After you click the green button, your bet will be placed into the Betting Basket on the right side of the screen. You may then enter the required stake value, which is $64.57 for the second outcome at Bookie2. Once you’ve verified all the details, click the Next button and confirm your bet to ensure that all possible outcomes have been covered.
So, that’s about it! As soon as this match is concluded, you will have won a guaranteed profit of 2.03% from this Totals arb. And the more arbs you invest in, the more profit you will be generate on an almost daily basis!!
Appendix I

Frequently Asked Questions
Allow Us to Answer Those Questions You Have On Your Mind

What is Arbitrage Betting

What is an Arbitrage?
A sports arbitrage situation occurs when prices from different bookmakers differ enough that we can back all possible outcomes of an event and guarantee a risk-free profit, no matter what the outcome. Sports arbitrage opportunities are often referred to as "arbs".

Why do you call it Sports Investing and not gambling?
100PercentWinners.com offers our members the opportunity to make guaranteed profits from selected sporting events without ever risking a penny with sports arbitrage. Since arbs represent guaranteed profits, you are not really gambling at all... and that's why it is called Sports investing.

How is it possible to achieve 100% Risk Free Profits?
Using a technique commonly known as "arbing" or "surebetting", it is possible to use the differences in odds provided by various bookmakers on selected events to make yourself a guaranteed Risk Free Profit. You can even find more information about this at Wikipedia: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arbitrage_betting

I don’t know anything about sports. Is it for me?
We don’t care much about sports either. However, we still make money on arbs. It's not about sports at all. It's about making money risk free. You simply bet on both possible results, don’t give a damn
about the outcome and STILL MAKE PROFITS! That's how arbs work. Plus, we have easy-to-understand video tutorials for you, with step by step instructions!

**Is Sports Arbitrage Betting Legal? Do you cheat bookies?**

Arbitrage is 100% legal and well practiced in every sort of financial market around the globe. The only way in which Sports Betting Arbitrage is different to other financial arbitrages is that it involves betting.

You don’t cheat any bookies. Everything is legal. When you place an arbitrage you win in one bookmaker and lose in another bookmaker (overall, you are always in profit of course) but for each bookmaker, this activity looks like normal betting. So the bookmaker is always making profit as well (with their commission which is included inside the odds they provide). So it is a WIN-WIN situation.

**Should I buy an E-book on Arbitrage Trading?**

There are a number of companies and organizations that offer E-books, DVDs and other stuff which is supposed to teach you all that you need to know about sports betting arbitrage. I have never used any of these E-books, so I can't say with certainty that they aren't worth having. What I know for sure is - we provide all the necessary instructions in our guide and video tutorials that you’ll need to know to get started! So, I am sure you won't need to buy anything extra!

**Do people really do THIS? I mean ARB betting?? Sounds too good to be true! What's the catch?**

Absolutely! Some people do it casually, in their spare time, in order to make some extra money. Other people invest a lot of money and trade arbs as a full time job, so that they can work from home. Sports Betting Arbitrage is not an underground secret society activity; it is well known, commonly practiced and very public.

The trick is - it is nearly impossible to find profitable arbs manually without the software! That's why not many people are doing it and you can be among the few lucky ones who'll be able to make money risk free this way.

**How much money can you make by doing arb trading?**

Experienced skilled arb traders can make up to an average of about 30%-70% of their trading capital per month. This varies a lot though depending on numerous factors including your skill, how new
your identity is (i.e., have you been limited by bookmakers or can you still claim sign up bonuses?),
and how much capital you are trading with. Often newbies can bring in 20% in their first few months.
My friend - a full time experienced trader brings in over £8,000 GBP of profit per month easily.

**What are the different types of Arbs?**
The two main types are 2-way Arbs and 3-way Arbs. This simply means how many bets you’ll have to
place in order to cover all possible outcomes. For e.g., with 2-way Arbs, you will be required to place
2 bets to cover 2 opposite outcomes with 2 different bookies. Similarly, with 3-way Arbs, you’ll place
3 bets with 3 different bookies. Under these two main types, you have many commonly known arb
types, some of which are listed here below:

**TWO-WAY ARBS**

1 - 2: This is the simplest and most common type of arbitrage. In 1 - 2, you will need to place a bet
with your first Bookmaker1 in favor of the victory of Team1, while placing the opposite bet with
Bookmaker2, for the victory of Team 2

1 - X2: With Bookmaker1, place a bet for the Victory of Team1 only and on Bookmaker2, place a bet
on Draw Or Victory of Team 2

1X - 2: With Bookmaker1, place a bet on the Victory of Team1 or Draw and with Bookmaker2, place a
bet on Victory of Team 2 only.

12 – X: With Bookmaker1, place a bet on Victory of Team1 OR Team2 (No Draw) and with
Bookmaker2, place a bet on the Draw only.

**Total**: Total amount of goals/scores in the Game. Example: Bookmaker1-> Goals Over 2.5  vs.
Bookmaker2-> Goals Under 2.5

**THREE-WAY ARBS**

1-X-2 is a three way arbitrage with outcomes that cover the victory of Team1 OR a Draw OR the
victory of Team2. For such three-way arbs, you will be required to place bets with 3 different bookies.

F0-X-2 is a three way arbitrage with Team1 handicapped vs. a Draw OR victory for Team2. You can
read more about Handicap definitions here: [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asian_handicap](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asian_handicap)

1-X-F0 is a three way arb involving victory of Team1 OR a Draw OR the victory of Team2
(handicapped)

These bet types have also been explained previously here in this guide.
What is a Handicap?

If there is a single handicap, the entire bet is decided after the score is adjusted by the handicap. For example, consider the following bet offer:

* Mexico +1.5 goals
* Portugal -1.5 goals

The handicap for this game is Portugal -1.5 goals. If Portugal wins by at least 2 goals, bets on Portugal win. If Mexico wins, draws the match, or loses by exactly one goal, for betting purposes the bet on Mexico wins. Some handicaps will be whole numbers (i.e. 0 goals, +1 goal, +2 goals). If a bet ends in a tie after adjusting the handicap, the bet is cancelled and the stake is refunded.

Bookmaker Questions

What are bookies?
Bookie is just an abbreviation of the term 'Bookmaker', i.e., an organization that accepts bets and may pay winnings depending upon results of the sporting event such as soccer, basketball, horse-racing, etc. In Arbitrages, you will need to open accounts with at least 2-3 different bookies.

How do bookmakers make money if I always win? Sounds unrealistic to me!!!
There is no trick here. When you place an arbitrage you win in one bookmaker and lose in another bookmaker (overall, you are always in profit, of course) but for the bookmaker, this activity looks like normal betting. So bookmaker is always making profit as well (with their commission which is placed inside the odds they provide). So, like we said before, this is a WIN-WIN situation.

What betting online brokers (bookmakers) are supported?
100PercentWinners has been designed to support a lot of the most popular betting online brokers out there, particularly the ones listed here:
We are also planning to add more brokers to the list in the near future. You will obviously need to have accounts at these websites in order to be able to take advantage of the arbitrages that 100PercentWinners will find for you.

What if several of the bookmakers in your software do not accept accounts or bets from USA residents? Is there any benefit for US residents to buy your software, and how much of a disadvantage will we have?

*Great Question!* US anti-gambling laws passed in late 2006 mean that some of the bookmakers out there do not accept US clients. However, the good news now is that the US laws are changing and most of the bookmakers that we use accept US clients. In fact, we checked... bookies like betED, Sportsbetting, Sportsbook, Intertops, Bodog, BetUS, etc accept US clients :) Please check out [http://100percentwinners.com/bookmakers.html](http://100percentwinners.com/bookmakers.html) for the full list.

Which bookies generate most of arbs?

*Our tests showed that most profitable arbs are being made with bookmakers such as Pinnacle, Betfair, Betcity, Marathonbet, Intertops, BetUS, Sportsbook, etc.*

How many bookmakers accounts do I need to open?

At least two. To take advantage of all the arbs that we deliver, you will need to open accounts with most of the sports books we monitor. However, in practice a smaller number of approximately 3-5 bookmakers are used for the majority of the arbs.

Do bookmakers limit Arb traders accounts? Can it be avoided?

Bookmakers should not care why you place your bets, as long as they make a profit (their percentage). Some people say that bookmakers don't care if you're an arb trader or not. If you worry about this, then you can always round your bets to hide the fact that you are arb trader. For example, instead of a $12.89 bet, place a rounded $13 so it will look like a normal bet, just to be on the safe side.
If I win how quickly do bookmakers return my money (winnings)?

Once an event has concluded, bookmakers settle bets quite quickly, usually within a couple of hours, and pay the winnings into your online account. You must then log in and request a withdrawal.

Will bookmakers always pay out?

As with every business, there is always the chance that a bookmaker can go bankrupt and take your money with them. However, we only use bookmakers that are well-established and we trust them with our own money.

100PercentWinners Software Questions

What is 100PercentWinners software? How does it work?

This software is an Arbitrage program and it is specifically designed to give you the upper edge while betting on your favorite sport. It scans different bookmakers and finds opportunities for you to bet safely on various arbitrages that are available at that point in time. 100PercentWinners finds and calculates arbs at different bookmakers much better and faster than you would manually.

A bettor may spend a lot of time using manual detection of arbs at bookmakers. Just think, you’d have to search a multitude of lines, calculate all possible arbs by means of special mathematical formulas, calculate the sum of odds and profit of every bookmaker. Besides, a bettor does not always have time to place stakes on the arbs he's found because the betting rates are constantly changing.

All these are functions that our program does instead of a bettor. You just have to look through the figures on your screen, choose the arbs, the amount of the stake and BET by clicking the button. And even if you are not registered on bookmaker’s sites, our software has the function to take you straight to the bookie’s site.
If this software really works the way you are saying it does, why are you selling it? Why not just keep it for yourself?

Simply because, its effectiveness doesn’t take away from our profits or how fast our earnings grow. I have seen firsthand what bookmakers do to punters. I feel like I have a responsibility to share this with the betting world. It is also impossible for the bookmakers to detect the software because the users will look like normal betters. When you place an arbitrage, you win in one bookmaker and lose in another bookmaker but for both bookmakers, this activity looks like normal betting.

Are you seriously telling me that I will never lose a bet again?

THAT’S EXACTLY WHAT WE ARE SAYING, especially when you are using our 100PercentWinners software! Your Arbitrage bets can’t lose! That’s why it is called Surebetting or Sports Investing. Like we’ve explained before, these situations occur when prices from different bookmakers differ enough so that we can back all possible outcomes of an event and guarantee a risk-free profit. So, you place 2 or 3 bets at the same time on all possible outcomes, and no matter if a single bet wins or loses, the other outcomes cover it, so you are always in profit overall.

Look I understand the skepticism you might have. There are so many fake systems out on the market. That’s why I want to give this to you, RISK-FREE for 60 Days, so you can use it for yourself and see the power that it has.

How do you prevent software from being detected and blocked by the bookies?

100Percentwinners software cannot be detected by Online Bookmakers because it grabs the data using a special method that emulates the behavior of a regular user. It does however always stay up-to-date with the integrated Bookmakers, Price feeds and can determine Arb Bets regularly, so there is no way they can disconnect our software from providing these selections. We assure you, 110%, that the bookmakers can’t close your accounts down as well.

100Percentwinners will always be updated, as our programming team can adapt it to any changes that the online world can throw at it 24/7. 100Percentwinners will be around for a very longtime, so we will provide the service, support and updates that our members deserve.

Where is my license information and access to the program?

You can find the license information and your login & password for the 100PercentWinners software in the Downloads section of this website.
I am a MAC user. Will 100PercentWinners work on MAC?

100PercentWinners software was mainly developed for Windows PC. However, there is an easy solution for MAC users to use it as well. Simply use the Bootcamp feature. Mac OS X v10.5 and later includes Boot Camp that lets you run Microsoft Windows. If there’s a PC application you need to use, get a copy of Windows and start up Boot Camp. You can read more about Bootcamp here: [http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1461](http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1461)

Another option for MAC users is to get a cheap VPS (virtual private server) that runs on windows. You can get it very cheap (from only $18/month for example here: [http://swvps.com/windows-vps.html](http://swvps.com/windows-vps.html))

You can also use our great web version Arb Finder which works on MAC and any other system with web browser!

Linux users can use it in WINE application.

Do I need fast internet? Can it work offline?

Yes, you will definitely need internet access to place arbs. Our software connects to the server in order to grab the arbs and do all the calculations for you. The faster the internet the better... Bookmakers' websites would load faster and therefore you would have more time to place your bets.

How many hours prior to an event start will your software provide Arbitrage alerts?

Typically, arbs will be for events that are 3-12 hours ahead. Sometimes even a week ahead!

How much information does each arb alert contain?

Our arb contains details about the bookmakers involved (including links to the websites), the event and selections, the odds at which to back the selections, and the percentage profit to be made. It will also calculate the stake amount for you!

I am not clear how does software get arbs??

When 100Percentwinners connects to our server, this is where it will automatically find new bets. It scans all of the integrated bookmaker’s sites to identify deviations in the odds to determine new Arb selections. It gives you the profitability for each bet, so it will be easy for you to decide the selections you want to earn on.
How many arbs does 100winners provide their members with each month?

Normally you get 5-25 great profitable arbs per day depending how active the sport season is!

How to find event/league?

In case you can’t find an event or league or if the team name is spelled differently by the script, (especially in soccer where they have a lot of leagues, for example UEFA - Europa League soccer, England - Premier, Germany - Bundesliga 2, etc.), it's still easy to find it using Google.

Just type the match into Google in this format. Example: Twente vs Zenit 10 march

Then, the first result will be something like the website uk.soccerway.com, which gives you all info on this match: Twente Zenit (UEFA Europa League). This way you can find any match in just 2 clicks :)

What is the difference between 100PercentWinners software and Arb Finder?

Our main 100PercentWinners software is a PC-based arb software which has all the featured functions, supports 12 main bookmakers and gives you full opportunity to make bets on profitable arbs. The featured beta test was made with the use of this main software only.

The Arb Finder is a part of our special Deluxe Upgrade. It is a web based application which is located in your member area and gives you an opportunity to receive much more additional arbs with the support of 50+ bookmakers! The Arb Finder can work on any OS in any browser! The Arb Finder is not just a web based version of our main software; it provides you with totally new selections of arbs! So if you are serious about making money with arbs, you will need both softwares.

What is the Arb Generator bonus?

Besides the Arb recommendations that you'll receive from our software when you sign up with us at 100PercentWinners.com, there may be times when you'd like to take advantage of arb situations that may present themselves to you in real-time, say when you're at a casino or a sports-bar or even at home, placing bets with your bookies over the phone or through the internet. But for you to make a guaranteed profit, you have to get the stakes and the odds just right. If you don’t want to be bothered with the math required to calculate a profitable Arb, then we've got just the perfect solution for you. This is where our Arb Generator app steps in!
Arb Generator is a user-friendly app that does all the Arbitrage calculations for you based on the data you enter and we developed so that you could use it on any computer, mobile device or cellphone that has a browser and an internet connection. In fact, we've optimized this app especially for mobile smartphones such as the iPhone.

Placing Arbs

How fast can I place bets? Is it real time? Can I do it before the rates change?

As fast as your finger moves, is as fast as you can place bets! Yes, it is in real-time and you can place bets right before the bookmaker decides to change the rates.

First bets will take you 2-5 minutes to place if you are totally new to betting and have never done it before. You just have to simply follow our video tutorials. However, after 1-2 days of simple practice, you will not spend more than 20-30 seconds placing a bet! It’s really easy. Arbs with huge profits (like 70%) usually don’t stay very long but smaller arbs can stay for several hours and even days, and you can easily place them with no rush.

Should I place stakes like $24.53 or should I round them?

When calculating how much to stake on each bet, arb calculators usually return figures such as $24.53 and $35.47, or $11.78. It is entirely up to you whether you want to place these exact figures. This would provide you with an exactly equal return. However, some people like to round their stakes to "normal" figures, such as $25 and $36, or $12.

It has been suggested that uneven stakes can alert bookmakers to the fact that you are an arb trader, whereas rounded stakes look more "natural". However, it has also been suggested that bookmakers review your betting history on a profit/loss basis and scrutinize what events you bet on rather than whether your stakes are whole numbers or not.

Do the creators of 100 percent winners bet on their own arbs?

Sure! Because it really works! We personally use $2000 in each of the 4 main bookmakers and recommend the same for serious Arb investors to ensure comfortably reaching their desired monthly profit margins and also to earn big on multiple bets at the same time. On the other hand if you are just starting, a deposit of $100 will be more than enough to start getting a hang of the system!
As the profit percentage is 1%-2% and when the odds change, there will be a risk of bet going into loss? How do you tackle that?

There is a 'Min. odds' field near the 'bookmaker odds' field. This is the minimum odds for getting profit. If your current odd is lower than the minimum, simply ignore the arb! This way you will never lose!

How long does it take to place an arb?

Once you know what you’re doing and are used to placing the bets it should take under 1 to 3 minutes to complete, from the time you receive an Arb.

Why there is no auto bet feature? I want fully Automated betting

The fully automating betting does not exist for two reasons:

1. Bookmakers are not interested to see robots placing bets on their sites so they do their best to prevent any automated betting attempts. They block robots, they fake the odds to mislead the robots, and they even show invalid bet amounts and use other tricks to make sure no robot is placing bets instead of humans.

2. The reason #1 makes auto betting totally unsecure, because this way you could be led to trust your money in the hands of robot that can be easily misled and cheated by the bookmaker.

That is why no service offers fully automated betting. 100PercentWinners is doing all the hard work for you in finding the arb, calculating the bet amounts and telling you exactly what to do and where to place the bet. You only login to your account and make a couple of clicks to place the bet! Easy as that!
Questions about potential profits and investments

How much profit should I realistically see?

Typically you should see 1-2% on your returns on each arb. That’s for every Arb that is successfully placed. And you can place dozens of them daily, thereby realistically making 10-30% of profit each day. Sometimes you will catch huge arbs like 30-70% which don’t stay long but still can be placed!

How much should I invest?

That is entirely up to you. If you are advanced at betting, then by all means use 100PercentWinners and go wild with it! However, if you’ve never placed a bet before in your life, then I think the minimum amount is the way to go. Most betting sites can get you started with just $20. The more you deposit with the bookmakers, the more money you will make on each arb.

You say the minimum profit is 1%-2%. What is the maximum percentage of arbs that I can get?

You can sometimes get Arbs that are as high as 70% but these don’t happen everyday. Here is an Arb of 45.21% that we had on a tennis match:

A Kremer vs M Krajicek / Tennis / 4-Mar-11 8:52 am 26.39%
Anne Kremer vs Michaella Krajicek / Tennis / 4-Mar-11 8:34 am 15.19%
K Pervak vs L Hradecka / Tennis / 3-Mar-11 11:20 pm 45.21%

How long do big Arbs stay?

Arbs with huge profits (like 70%) usually don't stay very long but smaller arbs can stay for several hours and even days. And you can easily place them without any rush.
**Question:** Let’s say I sign-up at all six bookies and place, say, $100 on each arb. Considering the way the software handles the bank-roll, what is my expected total daily return, if we get 10 arbs at 1.5% (no compounding). Also, what are the mechanics involved and the timeframe of redistributing the bankroll after each arb has completed to be able to go again with these books?

**Answer:** Your total return will be:

1) $100 + 1.5 = 101.5 in each arb

2) $1.5 x 10 (if you do 10 bets on average) = $15 or $1.5 x 30
   (if you do 30 bets on average) = $45

3) $15 x 30 (one month) = $450 - this is your Profit and you still have your initial wager :)
$1350 x 30 (one month) = $1350 - this is your Profit and you still have your initial wager :

This is based on doing 10 or 30 bets per day with minimum $100 stakes per bet.
$1000 stakes would bring you between $4,500-$13,500 every month guaranteed.

You will have multiple Arb bets on somedays appear at the same time, so you must distribute your bankroll to each bet/bookie effectively. We personally use $2000 in each of the 4 main bookmakers and recommend that for serious Arb investors to ensure comfortably reaching their desired monthly profit margins and also to earn big on multiple bets at the same time.

If I select 2 famous bookmakers like Pinnacle and Betfair, will I get a good number of arbs everyday? If not, what is the minimum number of bookmakers I’ll need to register with?

Yes, you will get about 1-10 arbs a day on average and when the season is active you get a lot more.
You need a minimum two bookmakers to use 100percentwinners. The more bookmakers you have the more profitable arbs you will get!

What kind of bankroll do I need?

It’s entirely up to you. The more you bet, the more your reward is. We recommend you start with minimum $100, which around £60, otherwise the gains are just too small for you to accumulate your desired profits.
I am new to this. How much money can I make by investing in sports arbitrage betting opportunities?

The amount of money you can make from sports arbitrage betting depends on a number of factors. These variables include the amount (or bankroll) that you have available to invest, the size of the arbs that you invest in, how much time you have to invest, and how well you manage your money.

Realistically you can make 1-3% per arb. Sometimes, you may even grab big arbs like 30-70%!

Questions about Support

If I need help, I can rely on you, right? How fast will I see a response?

**Answer:** Absolutely! With your 60 risk-free trial offer of 100PercentWinners, you will receive world class 5 Star email support that will answer your inquiry within 12 hours. Our expert team have been trained to the highest standards to ensure you get the best possible experience with 100Percentwinners’ 4th generation patented software.

Where is the support email? Can I receive support?

Sure. Feel free to contact us by email: support@100PercentWinners.com

Do you have a money-back guarantee? What if I don’t like it?

Yes, we do have 60 day money back guarantee! There is no risk at all.

Is this for any country? I am from France.

Yes, it works for any country. Regarding betting itself – please do check with your country laws.
IS IT A SCAM? I WAS SCAMMED BEFORE.

It's not a scam. Moreover we have full money back guarantee. Why do we call it Risk-free? Using a technique commonly known as "arbing" or "surebetting", it is possible to use the differences in odds provided by various bookmakers on selected events to make yourself a guaranteed Risk Free Profit.

Is it better than FOREX? I trade the forex with no luck.

YES! The Truth: A recent study showed that there is a fifty - fifty chance for the average investor to make money in the stocks game and Forex. Basically that means, you could flip a coin and either be on the winning or the losing side... it's THAT hard! Various so-called forex robots have come onto the scene that allow the user to trade money on his behalf ... some are good, most scams or mediocre. And in the end, you'll mostly lose your investment. The truth is you need to have luck and here comes the important thing, trading the markets is ALWAYS risky. You can never sleep soundly, because your money is always in trades and never in your bank where it should be. The next economic disaster, another world crisis and your account could be depleted overnight...

Do I need to sit in front of my PC / Laptop all day while connected to the internet?

No. You can turn it on any time you want to place arbs and make profit.

Will we have video tutorials?? Support? What if i have more questions later?

Yes we do have easy-to-follow video tutorials and dedicated email support for you! Feel free to contact us!

I am from Germany. Can I place arbs without a UK bank account?

Yes. The most common way to fund a bookmaker's account is by credit card. Winnings can normally be paid back to this credit card, but you should consult each individual bookmaker's procedures for details.
Do I need to be a UK resident or have a UK bank account in order to become a sports arbitrage trader? I am from Spain...

Absolutely not. Anyone residing in a country where online sports betting is legal can become a sports arbitrage investor. The most popular method of deposit is by debit or credit card, which most people have access to. Besides those methods, you can also deposit via e-wallets such as PayPal, NETELLER and Moneybookers, so a bank account is not a necessity.

How good is your support team? Do you have email support??

Absolutely! With your 60 risk-free offer of 100PercentWinners, you will receive world class 5-Star email support that will answer your inquiry within 24 hours. Our expert team has been trained to the highest standards to ensure you get the best possible experience with 100Percentwinners software.

Feel free to contact us by email: support@100PercentWinners.com
Appendix II

**100PercentWinners Arb Types**

### Simple Arbs

1 - 2: This is the simplest and most common type of arbitrage. In 1 - 2, you will need to place a bet with your first Bookmaker1 in favor of the victory of Team1, while placing the opposite bet with Bookmaker2, for the victory of Team 2.

1 - X2: On Bookmaker1, place a bet for the Victory of Team1 and on Bookmaker2, place a bet on Draw Or Victory of Team 2.

1X - 2: On Bookmaker1, place a bet on Victory of Team1 OR DRAW and with Bookmaker2, place a bet on Victory of Team 2.

12 – X: With Bookmaker1, place a bet on Victory of Team1 OR Team2 (No Draw) and with Bookmaker2, place a bet on the Draw only.

### Advanced Arbs

F1(x)-F2(x) is a handicap arb involving victory of either Team1 or Team2 (but no Draws) with an equal, symmetrical handicap applied to both teams.

**What is a Handicap?**

If there is a single handicap, the entire bet is decided after the score is adjusted by the handicap. For example, consider the following bet offer:

* Mexico +1.5 goals
* Portugal -1.5 goals

The handicap for this game is Portugal -1.5 goals. If Portugal wins by at least 2 goals, bets on Portugal win. If Mexico wins, draws the match, or loses by exactly one goal, for betting purposes the bet on
Mexico wins. Some handicaps will be whole numbers (i.e. 0 goals, +1 goal, +2 goals). If a bet ends in a tie after adjusting the handicap, the bet is cancelled and the stake is refunded.

Further examples:

F1(0) is equivalent to the victory of team1 but excludes the draw result.

F1(1.5) means that team1 must win with at least 2 goals over team2. For example the total score must be 2-0, 3-1, 4-2 etc to let this bet win.

**THREE WAY ARBITRAGES**

1-X-2 is a three way arbitrage with outcomes that cover the victory of Team1 OR a Draw OR victory of Team2. For such three-way arbs, you will be required to place bets with 3 different bookies.

F0-X-2 is a three way arbitrage with Team1 handicapped vs. a Draw OR victory for Team2. You can read more about Handicap definitions here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asian_handicap

1-X-F0 is a three way arb involving victory of Team1 OR a Draw OR the victory of Team2 (handicapped)

**Total:** Total amount of goals/scores in the Game. Example: Bookmaker1-> Goals Over 2.5 vs. Bookmaker2-> Goals Under 2.5

**Complete list of Arbs that appear in 100PercentWinners software**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arb type</th>
<th>Displayed in software</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Simplest 2-way arb. Commonly used, especially in Tennis, where there is no draw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-X2</td>
<td>1-X2</td>
<td>Victory of Team1 in Bookie1 against draw and/or victory of Team2 in Bookie2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1X-2</td>
<td>1X-2</td>
<td>Victory of Team1 or Draw in Bookie1 versus victory of Team2 with Bookie2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-X</td>
<td>12-X</td>
<td>Victory of either Team1 or Team2 with your Bookie1 against the Draw odds from Bookie2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>You win if the combined scores of both teams are</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
over/under the given total number. Details of Total arb are displayed on the “Place Bet screen”. For eg., “Over 2.5”

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1-F2</td>
<td>F1-F2</td>
<td>Victory of either Team (equally handicapped) without a Draw. Details of such handicaps are displayed on the “Place Bet screen”. Example F(0), F(-1) etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-X-2</td>
<td>1X2</td>
<td>Simplest 3 way arb involving victory of Team1 (at Bookie1) OR a Draw (at Bookie2) OR victory of Team2 (at Bookie3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1(0)-X-2</td>
<td>F0X2</td>
<td>Three-way arb with victory of Team1 handicapped OR a Draw OR victory of Team2. F1(0) is equivalent to victory of Team1 but excludes the draw result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-X-F2(0)</td>
<td>1XF0</td>
<td>Three-way arb with victory of Team1 OR a Draw OR handicapped victory of Team2. Again, F2(0) is equivalent to victory of Team2 but excludes the draw result.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Arb Generator is a neat little web app that we offer as a bonus to all our customers. This app is especially useful when you wish to take advantage of arbs in real-life, real-time situations such as at a casino, sports bar, or even at home while watching your favorite sport on TV. We developed it so that you can easily use it on any mobile device that has a web browser and it is particularly optimized for smartphones such as the iPhone! In order to access your Arb Generator bonus, please go to this link:

http://100percentwinners.com/bonus/arbgenerator.php

The Arb Gen app is quite user-friendly and simple to implement. On this first page, all you need to do is first select which TYPE of arb you’d like to take advantage. If you hover the mouse over each of the blue buttons, you will see a brief description of the various types and in case you get confused, you can always click the Help & FAQ link, slightly above the Step 1 section.
For now, let’s just take a simple 1-2 arb. So, click the blue button “1-2” and you will be taken to Step 2 of Arb Generator:

![Image of the Arb Generator interface with fields filled for Step 2](image)

When the page loads up, you will have to fill in all the required fields. If ever you get confused or if you need further explanation for each of the fields, just hover your mouse over that box and you will see a grey pop-up giving a brief explanation of that field.

Now, let’s assume the total stake is $200 and your first Bookie (let’s say, Ladbrokes) offers the win odds of 2.12 in case Team1 wins. So, just type 200 (without the $ sign) into the Total Stake field and 2.12 into the Odds1 field. Since Ladbrokes is an actual bookmaker, there should be no commission to fill in, so just leave the Commission1 field blank.

Next, for Bookie2, let’s assume Betfair is offering odds of 3.58 for the victory of Team2 for the same event. So, type 3.58 into the Odds2 field and since Betfair is actually a betting exchange, it does charge a small commission of 5% for every win. Simply type 5 (without the % symbol) into the Commission2 box and then click Next!
In the Third step, Arb Gen will automatically crank out all the calculations that you’ll need in order to be profitable. As soon as the Step 3 page loads up, take a look at the Clear Profit box in the center of the screen. If it is green in color, that means you can achieve a profit with the arb details you entered in the previous step. The absolute Clear Profit value will be displayed within that same box itself. In this example, it clearly shows a Clear Profit of $61.19, which is pretty good!

Since you have a profitable arb here, the next thing you should do is pay attention to the individual Stakes listed in the table below the Clear Profit section. You must ensure that you place these Stakes at the respective bookies... so, in this case, it will be $123.20 at Bookie1 (which was Ladbrokes) and $76.80 at Bookie2 (BetFair). The Win Case sums are the total amounts you will win at each bookie depending on which team wins. Clear Profits are the individual profits you’ll win respectively.
Now, let’s consider the scenario wherein the details entered are not high enough to guarantee a profit. For this example, let’s say we entered Odds2 as 1.58 (instead of 3.58) in Step 2. If this data is entered, the Clear Profit box in the center of the page will turn red after Step 2, just as shown below:

As can be seen from above, Arb Gen has calculated the minimum odds that you’ll need in order to ensure that the arb is profitable. Here, it clearly says that, assuming Odds2 is kept constant, then Odds1 must be at least 3.01 (instead of 2.12 as we had entered earlier). And if you wish to keep Odds1 constant, then Odds2 should be at least 2.

The good thing is that you can edit or modify the Stake, Odds and Commission values here at the top of Step 3 itself. Based on the recommendations calculated by Arb Gen, you can change the values and then click the Recalculate button. Arb Gen will then recalculate the entire Arb scenario for you and display the new details you require.

In case you wish to try a completely different Arb Type, you simply have to click the “Choose another Arb Type” button at the bottom of the page and it will take you back to Arb Gen’s Step 1 page where you can choose an alternate type (e.g. other than the 1-2 type we chose at the beginning of this example).

So, as you can see, Arb Generator allows you to calculate your own arbs in any sports betting situation, thereby giving you the freedom to generate arbs on the fly in real-time!
Contact

For any issues (technical or otherwise) pertaining to 100PercentWinners, please contact us at:

Email ⟷ support@100PercentWinners.com